PMQ SOFTWARE s.r.o.

PMQ is an IT company located in Czech Republic specializing in educational software and apps for web and mobiles, and has been working with ZK since 2011.

ZK was used to develop a brand new web server called hypomat.cz in which its main purpose is to compare mortgage offers from many banks in just one place with an expectation of up to 100 users per day. Architecture was based on ZK Spring + Webflow configuration + MySQL server + JPA Hibernate, and installed on Tomcat server 6.

"Our project was completed with success and ZK helped to speed up development cycle"
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Another candidate was GWT, but it did not have as many controls as it is included in ZK.

This project was completed with success in October 2011 and ZK helped to speed up development cycle.

About ZK
Potix Corporation develops and supports ZK, the #1 Ajax solution on SourceForge.net, the world’s largest open source host. ZK has more than 1,500,000 downloads since its first release in late 2005. ZK is deployed by a large number of Fortune Global 500 companies, including Deutsche Bank, Barclays, Sony, Sun Microsystems and Toyota, providing them with the ability to rapidly create rich Ajax enterprise level applications.